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	About

[image: Student working with professor in Biomedical Engineering Laboratories]The Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering uses engineering, science and design principles to improve health care in the service of humanity. Our team provides excellent undergraduate and graduate educations, developing modern leaders and problem solvers. We guide students to live and work in meaningful and ethical ways while fostering collaboration and innovation with our industrial and academic partners. 
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[image: Research Image]With a focus on collaboration, research at the MU-MCW Department of Biomedical Engineering  integrates world-class engineers and faculty physicians with state-of-the-art facilities to enhance student enrichment while finding solutions to the world's modern healthcare challenges.
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	Graduate Programs in the MU-MCW Department of Biomedical Engineering are designed to assist students advancing their learning through exposure to engineering leaders and faculty physicians working on solutions to challenges currently faced in the medical field.
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	The MU-MCW Department of Biomedical Engineering   provides excellence in undergraduate education, discovering and disseminating new knowledge, and developing students into tomorrow’s leaders.
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	[image: Headshot of Dr. Goldberg and copy of cover of his textbook, Biomedical Engineering Design.]Goldberg wins TAA New Textbook award
Goldberg wins award for new textbook highlighting often-overlooked topics in Biomedical Engineering education


	[image: Physicians bent over patient during procedure]Future of the Field
A Q&A with Mike Ahmad, director of clinical engineering in the Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering
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Drs. Adam Greenberg and Robert Cooper set the stage for advanced research and educational opportunities for all disciplines






Two exceptional institutions.
One outstanding educational experience.

The Marquette University and Medical College of Wisconsin Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering is dedicated to delivering an extraordinary educational experience designed to empower the next generation of biomedical engineers, scientists and physicians. If you have a passion for learning and a desire to translate ideas into action—particularly those involving medical devices and health care technologies—let our faculty, staff and industry partners guide you on your journey. 

News and Events
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Goldberg Wins TAA New Textbook Award

Dr. Jay Goldberg's engineering design textbook earns Most Promising New Textbook Award from Textbook & Academic Authors Association

Biomedical Engineering Design, a textbook co-authored by Dr. Jay Goldberg, professor of practice in biomedical engineering, is one of 25 texts to earn a 2024 Most Promising New Textbook Award from the Textbook & Academic Authors Association. This award recognizes excellence in first edition textbooks and learning materials. The awards will be presented during an evening virtual awards ceremony on Friday, April 26.

“Biomedical Engineering Design” presents the design processes and practices used in academic and industry medical device design projects and is intended to be used in undergraduate and graduate courses involving medical device design. The authors aimed to address gaps in existing textbooks and prepare students for professional practice by presenting aspects of the design process that apply not only to student design projects, but also to industry design projects....
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Celebrating more than a major: Photos from Engineers Week 2024 (Marquette Today)

Joint Department faculty receive seed grants from AHW for promising new research

Alli Scarbrough—PhD Student from Biophotonics Lab—has paper featured on SPIE and EurekaAlert! websites

ZVAMC Biomedical Engineering and Neurosurgery Labs Announce Change in Leadership

Emeriti Faculty, Dr. Jack Winters, among top 2% of world’s most-cited scientists (Marquette Today)

Dr. Shashanka Rao wins poster award at MCW's CVC Research Retreat

Dr. Schmit, Dr. Hyngstrom and collaborators receive $3.2 million NIH R01 award to study muscle fatigue in stroke survivors (Marquette Today)

Go Baby Go!: OREC Engineers work to adapt motorized cars for children with special needs (Fox6 Milwaukee)

Dr. Guilherme Garcia's research featured on the FDA's Spotlight on CDER Science 
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The MU-MCW BME Department is currently looking to fill research and faculty positions.  View all Open Positions
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One of the most exciting aspects of the BME Department is the potential to advance your learning, problem-solving skills and engineering proficiency through exposure to engineering professors, industry mentors and faculty physicians who are working diligently to find solutions to modern health care challenges.
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You can divide your time between the Marquette and MCW campuses, as well as clinical partner locations such as Froedtert Hospital, Children’s Wisconsin, the Versiti Blood Center of Wisconsin, the Clement J. Zablocki VA Medical Center, Shriners Hospitals for Children and other labs around the world.
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Your courses will take place on the main campus of Marquette University. However, you will have access to MCW faculty for specialized courses and experiences, as well as summer medical research programs on the MCW campus.
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